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About This Game

A microscopic world is in need of your help! Add transporters to membranes to move molecules and ions into and out of cells.
Your goal is to reach specific concentrations.

Over 20 unique puzzles will help you master the principles of cellular transport. Use channels, co-transporters, and antiporters to
master facilitated diffusion and active transport.

Think you understand how transporters diffuse molecules and ions across the membrane? Try making your own puzzles with the
built in level editor!

Features:

Over 20 puzzles ranging from a gentle introduction to challenging mind benders.

Speed up and slow down time to play at your own pace.

16 transporters including real proteins found in your body and imaginative nano-robots.

Puzzle mechanics based on real biological principles of cellular transport.

Built-in level editor lets you take control and make your own levels to challenge your friends!
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closest you'll get to mario type 3d adventure game on steam!. Great concept. Still some glitches here and there and room for
improvements but a game made by gamers for sure!. This was a charming little experience. You can tell a lot of much effort
was put into the characters and their interactions. The music was very good, especially at the end.

However, be aware of what you're buying. This experience is most likely less than an hour for you. If the trailer catches your
attention, it will deliver on it. If you're comfortable paying full price, you should be satisfied.. enjoyable game, has great music
& story. just needs multiplayer and it'll be decent.. stay away from this game. i have an i75820k, 32 gigs of ddr4 and a gtx 1080,
all hardware thats pretty new and compatiblle with everything. I rarely have issues that cant be fixed...

This game though..is broken. FIrst I couldnt get it to launch even after doing everything the dev said and some other stuff. The
games icon would pop up then close.

I bought the DLC at the same time like a fool because it has VR mode. That wouldnt launch either until today but it took some
trickery to actually launch it.

Once I got in the main menu was all messed up and made no sense. Nothing seemed to work. I clicked settings and i got a bunch
of blurry boxes...uhm ok.

Finally i managed to stumble into the actual game and just the first few min was enough to know its a subpar game. Visually
boring with mediocore audio all around and the gameplay was tedious and just bad

This is a genre I LOVE. I will put up with alot of issues for a game in the genre but this game is just busted, You might get it to
run but you wont want to.. I don't know who the targeted audience of this game is but my guess is teenage furries? The game
isn't easy enough for little kids but it's not that difficult either. This is the type of game I would've played during recess back in
middle school but then again I wouldn't have because you play as a cat fighting rats and ravens?

It's like a platformer for 10-18 year olds but with grapicsdesign for 4-10 year olds.

. If you remember and played "Evolution: The Game of Intelligent Life" from back in 1997 until it became unplayable on later
PC's, this game attempts to recreate the wonder of discovering new species. Still a lot of work to be done but this is already
heading in a nice direction.. I loved this game as a kid and had beat it several times and I remember it being a fairly buggy game
but on steam it is virtually unplayable (almost entirely due to one jumping bug) for several early levels. I really like this game
but would also like to be able to actualy progress in the story.
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The game is really glitchy, the controls are annoying, and the movements makes me sick. I normally don't get sick from VR. I
can play a good VR game for a solid four hours before needing a break; however, I got greatly sick within the first half hour of
this game. I think it may have something to do with the slow turning. As a result, this game makes me mentally annoyed and
physically sick. It'a a good concept, but needs to be greatly polished.. Arguably the best poker game on steam currently, would
highly recommend!. Nice oldschool challenging game. Empire Total War use to be my favorite pc game, even when I tried
Company of Heros 2. But when I was browsing the store I came upon this mod/game. I was excited to try it out since The Great
War was/is my favorite war (to learn about). At first I thought why is the British a faction and not France? I quickly forgot
about it when I played my first battle. I was amazed and addicted to it, and when France becomes a faction to choose from in
the future, I'm even more excited. This mod/game is my favorite game to play. Rating: 10/10. A simple game that
challenges your imagination
in a beautifully immersive way.. This game doesn't even work. There is a white bar across the screean and nothing loads. Please
let me know when it's been fixed I do really wanna try it.. Haven't played many VR games yet, but so far this was a fun game
with a good mix of things to do. Watermelon was a bit tricky, maybe it would help if it was closer?
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